
The Vain Eternal 

Legends speak of creatures known as Eternals - powerful, ancient creatures who shape the natural 

world even as they rest. Some believe they are druids who achieved an ultimate connection with 

nature; others see them as equivalent to gods but the pinnacle of primal, rather than divine, forces. 

If these Eternals exist then they must be elusive, interacting even more indirectly than gods, demons 

and other creatures from beyond the world… 

Room One:  The Still Lake 

As the party approaches the small, isolated town of Talmun, a young man (16 or 17 years old) runs 

out to meet them. He is dishevelled and distraught, mumbling incoherently in between begging the 

party for help. He says his name is Trax and that the ‘lake is broken’. His best friend, Patrick, went to 

investigate and hasn’t been seen since. 

If the party heads into Talmun, they notice that there is a dark atmosphere over the place. Some 

buildings are abandoned; some are barricaded by nervous folk who refuse to talk to outsiders. The 

townsfolk who will answer questions have given up hope or are angry at whatever mysterious forces 

have cursed this town.  

The lake appears normal, if a little eerie. Perceptive characters notice that the lake appears frozen in 

time - small ripples do not move, creating permanent grooves on the water’s surface. Stones thrown 

from the shore clatter across the surface as if it were solid. Trax says it has been like this since last 

week. 

Characters who step onto the lake find it behaves as solid ground. As soon as they cross the 

threshold from the shore to the water, the day seems to turn to night. Those from the shore still see 

them in sunlight but for them, everything is dark and the stars are out. Trax is reluctant to enter the 

lake but will follow the party at a small distance. 

The lake and the air above it are completely still. There is no breeze and no sound, apart from what 

the party makes. After a few minutes they notice some of the stars are moving - these stars are, in 

fact, glowing pixies. One foot tall with butterfly wings, they appear to be made of red, yellow and 

green light. The pixies dance, sing and ask the party if they want to play. 

Whether or not the party agrees to play, starts asking questions or attacks the pixies, some of them 

fly away. Rather than the erratic dancing they have done so far, these pixies fly straight for the 

centre of the lake. Those that stay behind either fight or attempt to kidnap Trax, depending on the 

party’s actions towards the pixies. 

The fleeing pixies fly down a vortex at the lake’s centre. Frozen in time, the churning waters provide 

footholds that allow the party to climb down into the darkness below. 

Room Two: The Mirror Rooms 

The makeshift ladder descends into a large, stone room. It is ornately decorated as if part of a castle, 

although the designs on the rugs and tapestries defy explanation. On the far wall is a large mirror in 

a gold, braided frame. Perceptive characters notice that the reflection is close but slightly wrong - 



the plates on the table are arranged differently and some of the colours are off. Anything that 

touches the mirror passes through into the reflected room. 

Stepping through the mirror, characters notice that the room has a completely different layout. The 

far wall has another mirror, but reaching it is difficult. Moving through the mirror rooms requires 

balance checks to avoid falling - characters who fail find themselves falling sometimes sideways or 

even upwards. 

Room Three: The Chamber of Reflection 

The second mirror leads back to the real world to a series of corridors. Pixies fly here, excited to 

have visitors. In the many mirrors on the walls, the pixies are reflected as large, shadowy monsters. 

They taunt the party as they confidently duck in and out of the mirrors. 

The pixies attempt to kidnap Trax, if they have not already done so 

Room Four: Combat 

After ridiculing the party, they attack. The pixies take advantage of the fact that the mirrors allow 

them to move quickly around the room. Also, the pixies have powerful regenerative abilities - they 

heal from most damage each turn, unless their shadow reflections take damage. The shadow 

reflections can reach out of mirrors and, in areas that have two mirrors facing each other, the one 

pixie can attack from both mirrors. 

The players cannot destroy the mirrors, as attacks simply pass through.  

The grey tiles on the map below refer to walls that have mirrors on them. Should characters enter a 

mirror, they find themselves in a small square room, with mirrors covering all of the walls. From 

here, characters will have trouble moving about, which disadvantages them in combat. 

 



 

Room Five: The Throne Room 

When the last pixie dies, all the mirrors except one shatter. The party can pass through this last 

mirror without any of the usual disorientation. On the other side, they find another stone room, this 

one with a large, golden throne. The bodies of Trax and someone who they learn is Patrick are here - 

they are both unmarked but pale and cold. In the throne sits a beautiful fairy - she looks identical to 

the pixies except she is 7-ft tall and transparent. A sharp rock that glows red penetrates into her 

side. 

If the characters remove the rock, the fairy’s transparency disappears after a few minutes. She 

thanks them for freeing her, saying that the rock corrupted much of her essence. The lakes of the 

natural world will begin to fail, one by one, unless the party can destroy all the corrupted pixies. She 

gives them a compass that always points to the nearest pixie and teleports them to the lake’s 

surface, which is still locked in time… 
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